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of the plane wave excitations in the finite
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time

domain

method
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Abstract. The importance of matchingthe phasevelocity of the incident plane wave to the

numericalphasevelocityimposedby the numericaldispersionof the three-dimensional
(3-D)
finite differencetime domain (FDTD) grid is demonstrated.In separate-fieldformulation
of the FDTD method, a plane wave may be introduced to the 3-D computational domain
either by evaluating closed-formincident-fieldexpressionsor by interpolating from a 1-D

incident-fieldarray (IFA), which is a 1-D FDTD grid simulatingthe propagationof the
plane wave. The relative accuraciesand efficienciesof these two excitation schemesare
compared,and it has been shownthat higher-orderinterpolation techniquescan be usedto
improve the accuracy of the IFA scheme,which is already quite efficient.

1.

Introduction

The finite differencetime domain(FDTD) method
wassuggestedthree decadesagoas a numericaltechnique to solve time-dependent Maxwell's equations

[Yee,1966],whosegeneralsolutioncouldnot be obtained otherwise. With the increase of computing
power available to the scientistsin recent years and
owingto the efficiency,flexibility, and the easeof implementation of the FDTD method, it has become
one of the most popular solution techniquesin the
area of computational electromagnetics.
New extensions

and enhancements

of the FDTD

method are continuouslybeing introduced in order
to employthe techniquein the solutionof new prob-

lems [Taftore,1988;Taftoreand Umashankar,
1989;
Kunz and Luebbers, 1993; Taftore, 1995; Shlager

ary condition; therefore it is more suitable for the
solution of problems involving geometriesenclosed
in conductingor otherwiseimpenetrable boxes,such
as closedwaveguides,shieldedmicrowaveintegrated

circuits(MICs) andcavities[DePourcq,1985].However, due to the importance of the scattering problems in the computational electromagnetics,they
were the first problemsto be solvedusingthe FDTD

method [Yee, 1966], even beforethe conceptof
absorbingboundary conditions (ABCs) was introduced. Later on, the developmentof the early ABCs

[Merewether,1971; Lindman, 1975] and the solution of scatteringproblems [Taftoreand Brodwin,
1975;Mur, 1981]progressed
hand in hand.
Although the FDTD method was originally devel-

oped [Yee, 1966]as a "time domain"methodand

and Schneider,1995], perhapsas never envisaged other electromagneticsolution techniquesexist for
"frequencydomain"problems [Harrington, 1982;
by the original developers. ElectromagneticscatterMiller
et al., 1992],the FDTD methodis frequently
ing problems, where the objects are placed in unbounded media and illuminated by plane waves, are
also among the wide variety of problemssolvedby
usingthe FDTD method. The FDTD method does
not automatically incorporate the radiation bound-

employedin obtaining the sinusoidalsteady state solutions of complicatedelectromagneticsproblemsex-

Copyright1997by the AmericanGeophysical
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plicity of the FDTD method and its ability to model
complicatedinhomogeneitieswith easeand at no ex-
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method is used even for someproblemsthat need to

citedwith time-harmonic
sources[TaftoreandBrodwin, 1975; Taftore, 1980; Mur, 1981; Umashankar
and Taftore, 1982; Taftore and Umashankar, 1983;

Tafioveet al., 1985]. This is mainly due to the sim-
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be solved over a finite frequency band. An example

is the computationof the radar crosssection(RCS)
of an object at multiple frequencies.
Being a computationalmethod, the FDTD method
produces results with finite accuracy. If this accuracy is sufficientfor a given application, the results
are consideredto be reliable. In the past, 1-2 dB
of accuracy was targeted with the FDTD method

[Tafiove,1980; Tafioveet al., 1985],and this accuracy was sufficient for the engineeringapplications
consideredat that time. Noting that 1-dB accuracy
correspondsto 12% error in the signaland 26% error
in the power, we can concludethat the range of applications, where this much error is still acceptable,
is getting narrower. Recently, FDTD solutionswith
subdecibelaccuracyhave becomepossibledue to the
progressin the following areas:
1. More accurate ABCs have been developed to
reducethe reflectionerror while keepingthe problem

sizeat reasonable
levels[B•renger,1994,1996a,b].
2. High-performancecomputershavebecomeavailable. Hence larger problemscorrespondingto denser
FDTD meshesand higher-order FDTD algorithms

[Fang,1989;Devezeet al., 1992;Omickand Castillo,
1993; Manry et al., 1995] can be solvedto reduce
the dispersion error due to the coarsenessof the dis-

scattered-field formulations of Maxwell's curl equations. The total-field formulation has larger dynamic range compared with the scattered-field for-

mulation [Tafiove,1980]. In the scattered-field
formulation, only the outgoing scattered waves need
to be absorbed by the ABCs. On the other hand,
the scattered-field formulation requires the evaluation of the incident fields everywhereon the surfaces

of the impenetrablestructures(e.g., conductingobjects) and everywherein the volumesof the lossy
or lossless
penetrablestructures(e.g., dielectricobjects). In order to exploit the advantagesof each
method while keeping the number of the incidentfield evaluations at a minimum, the separate-field

formulationis suggested[Mur, 1981; Umashankar
and Tafiove,1982;Merewetheret al., 1980].
In the separate-field formulation, the computational domain is divided into two parts, as shown in

Figure 1, suchthat the total-field region containsall
of the inhomogeneitiesand the scattered-fieldregion
is a homogeneous
mediumsurroundingthe total-field
region. The two regionsare connectedby a mathe-
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Point

Hard Source

cretization.

3. Signal-engineeringtechniqueshave been introduced to condition the time dependenceof the excitation to reducethe errors due to the high-frequency

components
of the excitation[GiirelandO•uz,1997].
In addition to the reflection,dispersion,and highfrequencyerrors,there are severalother factors(such
as geometrymodeling,excitationmodeling,etc.) affecting the accuracy of the FDTD solutions. In this
paper, we will investigatethe errorsintroducedto the
FDTD solutionthrough plane wave excitations. The
errors due to the numerical dispersionof an incident
plane wave with sinusoidaltime dependenceare in-

vestigatedin section3 followingTafiove[1988,1995].
The errors due to the numerical

inaccuracies

tered in the computation of an incident plane wave
with arbitrary time dependenceare investigated in
section

Id Region

encounRegion
PML

IF
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Figure 1. The incident-fieldarray (IFA) excitation
2.

Plane

Wave

Excitation

Schemes

For FDTD solutionsof most scattering problems,
an incident field, whosesourcesare outside the FDTD
computational domain, needs to be simulated. This
can be accomplishedusingeither the total-field or the

schemein the separate-field formulation. The one-

dimensional(l-D) sourcegrid (IFA) points in the
direction of propagation. The incident-fieldvaluesin
the 3-D computational domain are interpolated from

the closesttwo elementsof the 1-D sourcegrid (when
linear interpolationis used).
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matical boundary, on which a specialset of "connect-

ing equations"or "consistencyequations"are used.
These equations are related to Huygens' principle
and the equivalenceprinciple in electromagneticthe-

ory [Merewetheret al., 1980]. The incidentfields
are introduced to the computational domain in these
consistencyequations. Therefore the incident fields
are computed only at the mathematical boundary
that separatesthe two regions, and thus the number of incident-field evaluationsis independent of the
sizes and types of the scatterers, as opposedto the
pure scattered-fieldformulation.
The accurate and efficientcomputation of the incident fields is important for the accuracy of the solution. Since the incident field is a known quantity, it
is very practical to use closed-formexpressionsin the
connectingequations. This simple method is called

the "closed-form
incident-field"(CFIF) computation
scheme. The implementation of the CFIF scheme
is simple, but it requires the computation of a very
large number of complicatedexpressions,such as sinusoidsor exponentials. An efficient, FDTD-based
method of computingincidentfieldswas proposedby
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nally suggested
by Tafiove[1995].In this work,wellknown Lagrange'spolynomialinterpolationformula
is used for both linear and higher-order interpolations. Higher-orderinterpolationsrequiremore than
two points from the IFA, for example,second-order
interpolation usesthe points indexed as P- 1, P,
and P + 1. The efficiencyof the IFA schemeis due
to the fact that both the 1-D FDTD propagation in
the IFA and the interpolation operationson the con-

nectingboundaryrequiresimplemultiplicationsand
additions instead of the evaluation of complicated
expressions.

3. Numerical
Wave

Dispersion in Plane

Excitation

In this section, FDTD errors caused by the numerical dispersionof an incident plane wave with sinusoidaltime dependenceare investigatedfollowing

Tafiove[1988,1995].Any planewavewith arbitrary

incidence can be generated with the separate-field
formulation but with a limited accuracy. One major
source of error is the numerical dispersion. As the
incident
wave propagatesthrough the 3-D computaTafiove[1995],which interpolatesthe incident-field
tional
grid,
its phase velocity is changeddue to the
values from a look-up table. The look-up table is a
discretization.
That is, the numerical phase velocity
one-dimensional
(l-D) grid excitedby a hard source,

whichwill be calledthe incident-fieldarray (IFA) in
this work. The incident wave is propagated in this

•p of the waveis differentthan its theoreticalphase
velocityVp. For this reason,there existsa phasedif-

sourcegrid by the 1-D FDTD equations. This source
grid or IFA is assumedto point in the direction of
propagation of the incident wave, as shown in Fig-

the total-field/scattered-fieldboundary, which pro-

ure 1.

The implementationof the IFA schemeis explained

in detail by Tafiove[1995,pp. 121-124];however,it
will also be outlined here for completeness.A referencepoint of the IFA, depictedas R in Figure 1, coincideswith the initial-contact point on the total-field
region. Then, a position vector r, extendingfrom the

reference
point R to the pointof interest,is 'defined.
When an incident-field value has to be computed at
a particular point in the 3-D computational domain,
first the relative position of that point is determined
on the sourcegrid. This is done by computing the
projection of r on the direction of the wave vector

kine,thatis,p- kine'r. Let P denote
thegreatest
integer that is less than or equal to p. Then, the
indexes of the closest 1-D vector elements

mined as P and P + 1.

are deter-

The desired incident-field

value is interpolated from these 1-D vector elements.
Figure I depicts the caseof linear interpolation using the closesttwo points in the sourcegrid as origi-

ference between

the total

and the incident

fields on

duces an error signal in the FDTD equations.
The direction-dependentnumerical phase velocity
in the 3-D grid is related to the numerical wavenumber k through

•(•, •) - •0/•(•, •).

(•)

The numericalwavenumber•csatisfiesthe discretized
dispersionrelation
2

•xxsin 2

sin 2
2

•cyAy

sin 2

(2)
+[•zSin(•z•Z

in the3-D FDTD grid,where•x, •v, and•z are
the x, y, and z components of k. The theoretical wavenumberused in the expressionsof the CFIF
computation schemeshould be replaced by the nu-

merical
wavenumber
•c,whichisthesolution
ofequa-
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tion (2). By doingso, the theoreticaland numerical ure 2a is obtained using the theoretical wavenumber
phasevelocitiesare matchedand the dispersionerror k, whereas
Figur_e
2b is obtainedusingthe numeriis significantlydecreased.
In order to quantify the errorscreatedin the plane
wave generation process,the excitation and propagation of wavesin a homogeneous
media are consid-

cal wavenumber

k. These error results are obtained

by usingHanning windowsof lengthsL = 0, 0.25T0,
0.5T0, 0.75T0,To, 1.5T0, and 2T0, whereTo = lifo
is the period of the sinusoidaltime dependenceof
ered. A 3-D empty computationaldomaincomposed the incident plane wave. The input signal is multiof 30 x 30 x 30 Yee cellsand terminatedby eight-cell- plied by a smoothing window at early times in orthick perfectlymatchedlayers(PML) is set up for der to decreasethe errors due to the abrupt change
this purpose.The PML walls are designedto have a at the onset of the input signal which has high-

theoretical
normalreflection
ratioR(0) of 10-4 and frequency
components[Giireland Oyuz,1997].The
parabolic conductivity profile. The spacesampling zero-lengthwindow correspondsto no smoothingat
period is A -- 0.625 cm. The time step is selected the input. Figures2a and 2b showthat the highat the Courant stability limit as At - 12.081 ps. frequency errors are dominant when no window is
Separate-fieldformulation is employedwith a totalused. Increasingthe windowlength to L = 0.25To
field region of 18 x 18 x 18 cells and a six-cell-thick improvesthe results. Figure 2a showsthat no furscattered-fieldregion. The incident plane wave val- ther improvement
is obtainedasthe windowlengthis
ues are computedwith the CFIF scheme.The plane further increasedusingthe theoreticalwavenumber.
wave is incident at 0 - 90ø and •5 = 45ø. The inThis is due to the thresholdof dispersionerrors at
cident electric field is polarized in the z direction, this level. On the other hand, Figure 2b showsthat
and its amplitude is unity. The incident magnetic thresholdlevel due to the dispersionerrors can be
field is polarized in the direction of & -•. The time significantlyreducedusingthe numericalwavenumdependenceof the incident plane wave is given by
ber so that the improvementson the maximum error
becomevisibleas the windowlength is increasedbee(t) = w(t) sin(2•rf0t),
yondL - 0.25T0. Note that the windowlengthaf-

where f0 = 1 GHz and w(t) is either the unit step
function or a Hanning window definedas

-

0,

t <_0,

0.5- 0.5cos

0< <

1,

otherwise.

fectsthe high-frequency
errorsbut not the dispersion
errors,and theseresultstestify to the importanceof

usingthenumerical
wavenumber
• in theCFIF computation scheme.

(4)

Note that w(t) becomesa unit step functionwhen
L - 0. For L > 0, the Hanning windowshelp reduce
the FDTD errors due to the high-frequencycomponentsof the excitation signalby smoothingthe time

dependenceof the incidentplane wave [Giirel and
O•uz, 1997].
Ideally, the fields in the total-field region of the
FDTD grid should be exactly the same as the incident plane wave, and the field variables in the
scattered-fieldregion should be identically equal to
zero. However, owing to the approximate nature of
the FDTD method, numerical field variables are expected to deviate from their ideal counterparts. The
deviation, that is, the error, can be computed at each
time step, in every cell, and for any field component.
Figures 2a and 2b show the maximum value of the
error in the E• component over both the total-field
and scattered-fielddomainsat each time step. Fig-

The numericaldispersion
parametersare employed
in a different way in the IFA computationscheme.
The numerical phasevelocitiesof the incident waves
in both the 1-D and the 3-D grids are calculatedusing equations(1) and (2). Then, the ratio of these
velocitiesis usedto modify the permittivity and the
permeability valuesusedin the FDTD equationsof
the 1-D sourcegrid as

1/2 _
H'n+m+l/2
- Hn-1/2
inc,
mq-1/2
4'

At

InC•

'Op(O
--O,
q5
--0)]

X (E?nc,
m- E?nc,
m+l),
n+l

n

(5)

At

Einc,
m-- Einc,
m+

--O,
(/5
--O)
A•5
0 Op(O
¸p(O,
qS)
_ Hn+•/2
X(H,n+l/2
\ inc,
m--i/2
inc,
re+l/2)
'

(6)

This modification results in the equalization of the
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Figure 2. Plotsof maximumerror on Ez obtainedby usingdifferentlengthsof smoothing
windowsand (a) theoreticaland (b) numericalwavenumbers.
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waveexcitations. As long as the smoothingwindows
suppressthe high-frequencycomponentssufficiently
by the 1-D IFA [Taftore,1995]. Resultsobtained and the phase velocities are matched, the maximum
using the IFA excitation schemewith the numerical error level can be controlled by varying the interpolation order.
wavenumberand employing various orders of interpolation are presented in the next section.
The usefulnessof the error-reducing techniques
presentedin this sectionare demonstratedusingplane
wave excitations with sinusoidal time dependence.
4. Incident Field Array (IFA) With
However, the applicability of these higher-orderinHigher-Order Interpolation
terpolation techniquesis not limited to the sinusoidal
The top row of error plots shownin Figure 3 is ob- time dependence;they are valid for any arbitrary
tained by using the numerical wavenumberand em- time dependenceof the plane waves.
ployinglinear interpolation as originally suggestedby

numerical phase velocities in the two grids, which
is crucial for an accurateexcitation of the 3-D grid

Taftore[1995]. By comparingtheserelativelyhigh
error levelswith thoseof Figure 2b for the samewindow lengths, one can easily concludethat although
the IFA computation schemeis quite efficient, it is
not as accurateas CFIF. However,it is possibleto increasethe accuracyof the IFA schemeby increasing
the interpolation order in the computations. When
the interpolation order is increased,the incident-field
values are related to more points in the 1-D source
grid. The geometryof the IFA schemeusing cubic

5. Efficiency of the IFA

A simpleexperimentis set up to test the efficiency
of the IFA techniquewith higher-orderinterpolation.
One million sinusoidalfunctions are computed with
closed-form expressions,and the computation time
is comparedwith the time spent to perform one million linear, cubic, and fifth-order polynomial interpolations. The experiment is carried out on a SunSPARC10 workstation. The computation times are
(4-point) interpolationis shownin Figure 4. As the given in Table 1.
Clearly, even the fifth-order interpolation is more
IFA computation of an incident-fieldvalue usesmore
1-D vector elements,the quality of the output alsoin- efficientthan computinga simplesinusoidalfunction.
creases.In a linear (two-point)interpolationscheme, If a smoothing window is used, which means that a
a straight line is assumedto pass through the two secondsinusoidal term has to be computed, or if an
points. This is a rough estimate for curved func- incident wave with a more complicated expression
tions such as sinusoidals.Higher-order polynomials, is propagated, the computation time for the CFIF
such as parabolas or cubic curves, are more suitable scheme increases; however, the computation times
to model the variation of the incident wave. Thereremain the same for the IFA schemeregardlessof
fore increasingthe interpolation order decreasesthe the input expression.
By examining Table I and Figure 3 together, one
error in the IFA computations. This improvement
is depicted in Figure 3, where the results obtained can seethe trade-off between the accuracyof the reby using Hanning windowsof lengths 0.5 To, To, and sults and the efficiency with which they are com2 To are shownfor linear, quadratic, cubic, and fifth- puted. It is important to know that the IFA scheme
order polynomial interpolation schemes. With the is more efficient than the CFIF scheme even when
fifth-order interpolation, it is possibleto achieve re- fifth-order interpolation is used to obtain highly acsults closeto the CFIF results. Using a half-period- curate results.
The computational complexity of an n-dimensional
long Hanning window and a fifth-order interpolation
FDTD problem with a total of N grid points is
scheme,the resulting error level is very closeto that
of the CFIF result, for which the same length of O(Nn+l/n), wherethe extrafactorof O(Nl/n) is
smoothingwindow is used. Moreover, the IFA tech- due to the number of time steps [Chew, 1990].
nique is still efficient with respect to the CFIF tech- Therefore, for a 3-D FDTD problem, the compunique, as will be discussedin the next section.

tationalcomplexity
is O(N4/3) sincethenumberof

to N 1/3. The interpolaThe resultsof this sectionimply that togetherwith time stepsis proportional
the aliasingerrorsdue to high-frequencycomponents tion operations are carried out on a closedsurface,
[Giireland O•uz, 1997]and the numericaldispersion namely,on the total-field/scattered-fieldboundary.
[Taftore,1995],the interpolationorderhasa signifi- On this connectingboundary,the interpolationoperareperformed
at O(N2/•) gridpointsforN 1/•
cant role in determining the error level in the plane ations
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Figure 3. Plots of maximum error levels obtained by using various window lengths and
interpolation orders.
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40 x 20 x 40 cells, which is divided into a total-field
region of 28 x 8 x 28 Yee cells and a six-cell-thick
scattered-field region. The incident plane wave is

Hard Source

identical

to the one in section 3.

The results presentedin Figure 5 show the amplitude of the z componentof the induced surface current Jz at an arbitrary point on the plate. The amplitudesof Jz signalsare computedat every time step
with a two-point amplitude-detection scheme,as outlined in the appendix. The amplitude plots of Figures 5a-5d are obtained by using linear, quadratic,
cubic, and fifth-order interpolation schemes,respectively. A Hanning window of length 0.5 To is usedin
all simulations. Figure 5 showsthe improvement in

the convergence
error of the [Jz[ variableas the inId Region
Region
PML

IF,•

Figure 4. The IFA excitation schemewith increasedinterpolation order. Incident-field values in
the 3-D computational domain are interpolated from
the closestfour elementson the 1-D sourcegrid.
time steps. Hence the interpolation operationshave
a total computationalcomplexityof O(N), which is
lower than the complexity of the 3-D FDTD algorithm. Therefore, no matter how high the order is,
the interpolation schemedoesnot add any significant
computationalcostto the FDTD algorithm.

6. Scattering Results With
Higher-Order Interpolation

terpolation order is increased. The results obtained
with two-point interpolation in Figure 5a converge
to a completely different value than the others. The
amplitudes of the steady state oscillationsin Figure 5b are decreasedto a much lower level in Figure 5c by changingthe interpolation from quadratic
to cubic. Increasing the interpolation order to 5 in
Figure 5d makes no significant improvement on the
resultsobtained by cubic interpolation in Figure 5c.
However, there is a slight difference in the amplitude levels that the two signalsconvergeto. These
results demonstratevarious degreesof improvement
obtained by using progressivelyhigher orders of interpolation. Compared with the steady state value
depicted in Figure 5d, the errors in Figures 5a-5c
are 0.14%, 0.0021%, and 0.00062%, respectively,for
the induced surfacecurrent on the patch. Similarly,
the RCS valuescomputedfrom the currentsof Figure 5a are 0.13% in error comparedwith the that of
the Figure 5d.

The effectsof usinghigherinterpolationorderscan

bedemonstrated
bya scattering
prbi•em.
A square7.

metal plate of size20 x I x 20 Yee cellsis modeled
for this purpose. The plate lies on the x-z plane, in
the middle of a computationaldomainconsistingof
Table 1. Computation Times for the CFIF
Schemeand the IFA SchemeUsing Various
Orders of Interpolation
Scheme
CFIF
IFA
Linear
Cubic
Fifth-order

Time, s
5.46
0.57
2.11
3.99

Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated that matching the phase velocity of the incident plane wave to
the numerical phasevelocity imposedby the numerical dispersionof the 3-D FDTD grid is crucial for
obtaining accurate plane wave excitation. This observation

holds for both the CFIF

and the IFA exci-

tation schemesin the separate-field formulation. In
general,the IFA schemeis more efficient than, but
not as accurate as, the CFIF scheme. We have shown
that it is possible to increase the accuracy of the
IFA schemeby usinghigher-orderinterpolationtechniquesin the processof transferringthe incident-field

valuesfrom the 1-D IFA grid to the 3-D FDTD grid.
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Figure 5. Amplitude plots for Jz at a singlepoint on the surfaceof a metal plate using a Hanningwindowof length L - To/2. The interpolationschemesare (a) linear,
(b) quadratic,(c)cubic, and (d)fifth-order.
These higher-order interpolation techniquescan be
used for the excitation of plane waveswith arbitrary
time dependence.

samplinga pure sinusoidalsignal,the amplitude and
phase values can be extracted from two consecutive

samples. The signal values at these time steps can
be written

Appendix:
Phase

Two-Point

Amplitude

and

Detection

Figure 5 presentsamplitude plots of a current component as the result of a scattering problem. The
amplitudesand phasesof the sinusoidalsteady state
signals are computed with a simple but accurate
method. Assuminga discretesequenceobtained by

as

Asin (a•tl -]-•b) -Asin(wt2-Fc•) -

½1,
c2,

(A1)
(A2)

where the time instants tx and t• are related to each
other by

t2 -- tl -F At.

(A3)

Thus we have a nonlinear system of two equations
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with two unknowns. The unknown parameters are A
and •5, the amplitude and phase of the signal. Solv-

finite differences, IEE Proc. Part H, Microwaves

AntennasPropag.,132(6), 360-368, 1985.
ing equations(A1) and (A2) for thesetwo unknowns Deveze, T., L. Beaulie, and W. Tabbara, A fourth
yields
order schemefor the FDTD algorithm applied to
Maxwell equations, IEEE Antennas and Propag.
Soc. Int. Symp., 1, 346-349, 1992.
cscwAt - t•,
(A4)

•5 arctan
(cot
coatc2 )
Fang, J., Time domain finite differencecomputation
Maxwell's equations, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of
A- csc
wAtV/(c•
sin
war)2+
(Cl
cos
war- c2)2.
(A5) for
Calif. at Berkeley, 1989.
c1

Note that most of the trigonometric operations in
the above are independent of t•, t2, c•, and c2. Thus
they can be computed only once and used several

times. Then, equations(A4) and (A5) requirethe
computation of one inversetangent and one square
root operators. Thereforeequations(A4) and (A5)

Gfirel, L., and U. O•uz, Signal-engineering
techniques to reduce the sinusoidal steadystate error in the FDTD method, Res. Rep.
BILUN/EEE/LG-9701, Bilkent Univ., Ankara,

Turkey, 1997.
Harrington, R. F., Field Computation by Moment
can be efficiently used at any two consecutivetime
Methods,Krieger, Melbourne, Fla., 1982.
instants, perhaps at every FDTD time step. By do- Kunz, K. S., and R. J. Luebbers, The Finite Differing so, one can easily and efficiently keep track of
ence Time Domain Method for Electromagnetics,
CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fla., 1993.
the convergenceof the signalsto their steady state
values,without having to wait severalperiodsof the Lindman, E. L., "Free-space"boundary conditions
for the time dependentwaveequation, J. Comput.
signalafter the convergence.
Phys., 18, 66-78, 1975.
Equations(A4)and (A5)are derivedassuming
perfect sinusoidals. Thus any perturbations on the Manry, C. W., S. L. Broschat,and J. B. Schneider,
finite difference data distort the phase and ampliHigher-order FDTD methods for large problems,
tude computations. However, this distortion is in
Appl. Cornput.Electrornagn.
$oc. J., 10(2), 17-29,
1995.
the same order as the amplitude of the error on the
input signal. Therefore the two-point algorithm does Merewether, D. E., Transient currents on a body
not decreasethe accuracy set by the FDTD method.
of revolution by an electromagneticpulse, IEEE
Trans.Electrornagn.Cornpat.,13(2), 41-44, 1971.
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